SIGA STRIVES ACTION PLAN
30 Boosting Measures in 60 Working Days

STRIVES stands for:
Succeed through
Thought Leadership
Resilience
Innovation
Values and
Ethics in
Sport

− 1st SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  SIGA and UNICRI Sign Long-Term Partnership To Prevent Crime in Sport

− 2nd SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  SIGA Joins the EU Transparency Register

− 3rd SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  Laureus Sport for Good Joins SIGA Community

− 4th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  SIGA Calls on Technology Companies to join the Alliance during Coronavirus Crisis

− 5th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  SIGA Promotes Brain Breaks in Support of Families Impacted by the Coronavirus

− 6th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  SIGA and Inside World Football Partner on Sport Integrity during Coronavirus Crisis

− 7th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  SIGA develops Universal Standards on Youth Development and Child Protection in Sport

− 8th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  SIGA encourages the Sports Community to #BePositive! on International Day of Sport for Development and Peace

− 9th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  1ST Edition of “4 Questions for 4 Leaders”

− 10th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  Joint Statement of the President’s Council on Sports Fitness and Nutrition, the Sport Integrity Global Alliance and SIGA AMERICA

− 11th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  SIGA and Soccerex Launch Webinar Series

− 12th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
  2020 Edition of SIGA Universal Standards Released Today
13th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA Calls Upon Governments to Invest in Sport Integrity

14th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
Open Letter from SIGA Chairman and CEO to The Croatian EU Presidency, European Commission and EU Member States

15th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
Professional Football Joins SIGA and Scores Goal in 1st SIGA-Soccerex Webinar

16th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA Encourages Global Youth to #TakeCharge and Help Shape the Future of Sport

17th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA Champions Thank Frontline Workers and Send Messages of Confidence to Youth during Lockdown

18th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA Launches White Paper on Sport Integrity

19th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
Concacaf President and FIFA Vice President Victor Montagliani joins SIGA CEO in Second SIGA-Soccerex Webinar

20th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
2nd Edition of “4 Questions for 4 Leaders” – How the Global Pandemic will Shape Youth Development and Child Protection across Sport

21st SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA puts Mental Health on Integrity Agenda During Mental Health Awareness Week

22nd SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA Announces Global Agenda to Promote Female Empowerment and Leadership in Sport

23rd SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA Unveils the First Ever Sport Integrity Week

24th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA Creates Youth Council

25th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA Opens Applications for 2020/2021 Global Female Mentorship Programme

26th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA Announces New Sport Integrity Awards

27th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA will Assess Criminal Legislation and Efficacy of International Cooperation

28th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA Triggers Global University Network

29th SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
SIGA Independent Rating and Verification System: ON YOUR MARKS. GET SET. GO!

30th & FINAL SIGA STRIVES BOOSTING MEASURE
Mission Accomplished! SIGA announces #SIGAccelerator Programme